MULTI-SENSOR
METROLOGY

OGP IS THE
UNDISPUTED
PIONEER OF
MULTI-SENSOR
METROLOGY.
www.ogpuk.com // 01283 585933

OGP was the first to develop a co-ordinate measuring
machine (CMM) designed specifically to measure utilising
video technology. Since then OGP has pioneered CMM
technology and now offers the most sophisticated metrology
platform available.
OGP only uses the highest quality components in the
machine construction in order to achieve the highest levels
of performance and reliability.
Wherever manufacturers produce the best they turn to OGP
SmartScopes and use the best.

FUTURE-PROOF YOUR
PRODUCTION WITH A
MULTI-SENSOR
SMARTSCOPE FROM OGP.
Product complexity creates challenges for today’s
manufacturers as they strive to control production processes,
but future innovations and component miniaturisation will
considerably increase those challenges.
An OGP multi-sensor SmartScope is equipped to master all
measurement requirements. Video, Touch and Laser probing
can all be deployed to carry out full 3 dimensional
measurement of any product no matter how complex.
All of this at the industry’s best levels of performance for
accuracy, speed and reliability.
Multi-sensor systems provide a range of additional benefits.
There is no need to move components to different
measurement systems. As a result, inspections can be carried
out in a single programmable routine and user intervention is
not required. In addition, with only one machine, valuable floorspace is released and cost of ownership significantly reduced.
Compete today and prepare for the future with an OGP
multi-sensor SmartScope.
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VANTAGE
VANTAGE is the ultimate multi-sensor measuring machine.
OGP’s flagship SmartScope, VANTAGE is for manufacturers who
demand the very highest standards of accuracy, repeatability and
speed of operation. All of this in a multi-sensor system with superior
optical performance, configured for Renishaw’s advanced
probing systems and incorporating unique interfrometric laser
scanning technology.
VANTAGE empowers manufacturers with the integrated tools to control
dimensional production processes in one high speed operation.
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ZIP
ZIP provides the perfect flexible solution for any future
metrology requirement.
SmartScope ZIPs are modular systems that can be adapted, as
required, to facilitate any number of additional sensors. As a
result they provide future-proofing with ease. Start with
sophisticated video capability and add touch probes, laser
sensors or rotary devices as and when needed – it’s simple,
efficient and cost effective.
The flexibility of a SmartScope ZIP means you can specify for today
with the confidence of capability for the future.
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CNC
CNC is the answer for accurate, multi-sensor measurement on
the shop-floor. SmartScope CNC is designed to withstand the
rigours of a production environment. Components can be
automatically measured to the highest levels of accuracy in the
most hostile of environments.
Multi-sensor deployment mechanisms allow for unmanned
inspection and high component throughput.
For shop-floor quality control that’s accurate, fast, reliable and
automatic there’s one guaranteed solution… SmartScope CNC.
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MVP
MVP provides multi-sensor metrology that will meet any general
measurement application.
Designed and built to be affordable, yet without any compromise
in accuracy or reliability, SmartScope MVP is a popular choice
for manufacturers worldwide.
OGP’s entry-level multi-sensor system provides best in class
performance. MVP is powered by the same advanced metrology
software and high-quality components as the rest of OGP’s range.
Entry level SmartScope MVP – maximum performance for
minimum investment.
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STARLITE
STARLITE is the manual benchtop non-contact system, backed by
the power of OGP’s software applications.
Starlite is a manually operated co-ordinate measuring machine
with fully automatic edge detection, guaranteeing accurate,
repeatable results every time.
Starlite has full geometric capability but is simple to use. Operators
with a limited amount of training can quickly get the information
they need to prove quality.
For quick in-process checks or full component inspection, Starlite
leads the way.
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SNAP
SNAP is the fastest measuring system available for in-process inspection.
Any operator can simply walk up to the SNAP, place a part on its stage
and measure: quickly, easily, and accurately. The operator places a part
anywhere within the generous 78mm field of view and then zooms in on
features with up to 50 nanometer resolution.
No need for fixtures, no need for alignment: SNAP ensures repeatability
and reproducibility every time.
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SOFTWARE
Without the very best software, co-ordinate measuring machines
merely output meaningless data. OGP has produced software that
turns this data into intuitive information, from which users can make
informed decisions about their manufacturing process.

OUR AVAILABLE SOFTWARE INCLUDES:
MeasureX - measurement software which has the
functionality to easily support standard metrology tasks
including the automatic measurement of points, lines,
planes, circles, distances, cones and spheres.
MeasureMind - 3D multi-sensor metrology software that
makes it easy to measure your most complex parts.
MeasureMenu - the shop floor user interface for video
measurement machines.
MeasureFit Plus - a powerful fitting package that quickly
identifies potential assembly issues.
QC Calc - fully automatic data collection and Statistical
Process Control (SPC) software interface for all in-process
and after-process inspection.
SmartFit - a fast, accurate and reliable best-fitting and
analysis software package to solve misalignment and
location problems.
SmartProfile - a GD&T package that takes point clouds of
data from part measurements and merges it with the
nominal CAD model of the part.
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SERVICE & SUPPORT
OUR ISO9001:2008
ACCREDITED, FACTORYTRAINED SERVICE TEAM
ENSURES THAT YOU GET
THE MOST OUT OF YOUR
OGP MEASURING SYSTEM.

SERVICE
Our service packages ensure that your OGP equipment is
proactively maintained and calibrated in order to provide
traceability and eliminate downtime. Should support be required,
we are on-hand, to respond quickly and efficiently.
TRAINING
Our structured training programmes help anyone from a
beginner to an experienced quality expert to master multi-sensor
metrology. We provide factory-based and in-house training to
ensure your team are as precise as the technology itself.
APPLICATIONS
Our Applications Engineers have a wealth of experience at
measuring any component as accurately and quickly as
possible. They are available to help you utilise your OGP
machine to the maximum.
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CONTACT US
WHY NOT PUT THE
CHALLENGE TO US?
WE ARE CONFIDENT THAT OGP CAN INSPECT ANY
APPLICATION FASTER AND MORE ACCURATELY THAN
ANYONE ELSE.

CALL US ON

01283 585933
TO FIND OUT MORE.
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FUTURE-PROOF YOUR METROLOGY WITH A MULTI-SENSOR
SYSTEM FROM OGP. WHATEVER YOU MANUFACTURE NOW
OR IN THE FUTURE, A SMARTSCOPE WILL MEASURE IT
FASTER AND MORE ACCURATELY THAN ANYTHING ELSE.

OGP UK Ltd
Faraday House
Woodyard Lane
Foston
Derbyshire DE65 5DJ
T: 01283 585933
E: info@ogpuk.com
www.ogpuk.com

BS EN ISO9001:2008 // The quality management system for the supply of non-contact and multi-probe co-ordinate
measuring machines to include installation, calibration, servicing, training and application engineering.
FM77908

